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Abstract

Of the 48 volcanoes in Mexico listed as potentially active by the National Center for Disaster Prevention (CENAPRED),
Ceboruco, located in the western Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt, is considered among the 5 most hazardous. Its recent
eruptive history includes a large magnitude Plinian (VEI 6) eruption ~ 1000 years ago and the historical 1870–1875
vulcanian (VEI 3) eruption, as well as recent fumarolic and seismic activity.
Ceboruco is a relatively young (< 400,000 years) stratovolcano characterized by abrupt changes in eruptive behavior.
Individual eruptive episodes have great variations in style (effusive andesitic to highly-explosive rhyodacitic) and
duration. These factors complicate hazard assessment.
Three main eruptive scenarios of different magnitudes (large, intermediate, small) and eruption characteristics
(likelihood of occurrence: high, medium, small) have been identified and will be presented as a background to
build the volcanic hazard map for Ceboruco volcano (presented in part II of this work). Here, we report on the
detailed eruptive history, with emphasis on the volcanic products of each of the eruptions, in order to identify
those deposits that can serve as a reference for calibrating the modeling software (Tephra2 and Hazmap for ash
fallout, Eject! code for ballistics, Etna Lava Flow Model for lava flows, Titan2D for pyroclastic density currents, and
Flo-2D and LaharZ for lahars) that will be used in further steps to simulate different volcanic phenomena and
lead to the construction of the hazard map.

Keywords: Ceboruco volcano, Hazard scenarios, Lava flows, Ash fallout, Ballistics, Pyroclastic flows and –surges,
Lahars

Introduction
Ceboruco volcano (21.75° latitude N and 104.30° longitude
W, Mexico) is an active stratovolcano situated in the west-
ern part of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB) at
the southern active margin of the North America plate
(Fig. 1a). This volcano is considered the third most haz-
ardous and of high risk in Mexico (Espinasa-Pereña et al.,
2015; Espinasa-Pereña, 2018), due to its historical activity,
its wide range of eruption styles (Sieron and Siebe, 2008;
Sieron, 2009), previous impacts on pre-Hispanic settle-
ments in the region (González-Barajas and Beltrán-Me-
dina, 2013), and the current population density of ~ 55,

000 people (INEGI, 2010 census) within a 10-km radius of
the most recently active vent.
Important infrastructure nearby includes a federal toll

road (No 15, Guadalajara-Tepic) cutting Ceboruco’s N-
flank, the freeway, the beltway to Puerto Vallarta, and the
railroad (all located south of the volcano), as well as two
of the most important hydroelectric power plants (both,
750MW; 15% of total hydroelectric energy produced
nationally; Comisión Federal de Electricidad, 2011) in
Mexico: La Yesca and El Cajón, located along the Grande
de Santiago river, 42 km to the E and 34 km to the N of
Ceboruco’s crater, respectively (Fig. 1b).
Ceboruco volcano is located in a particular geody-

namic setting. Volcanism in this part of the TMVB has
its origin in the subduction of the small Rivera plate and
mostly involves evolved calc-alkaline magmas, although
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subordinate alkaline mafic volcanism is also present (Fer-
rari et al., 1994, 2000a, 2000b, 2002, 2003; Petrone et al.
2001, Petrone, 2010). The subduction process has led to
the formation of a regional tectonic structure, the Tepic-
Zacoalco (TZ) graben, a complex system of individual
grabens and horsts, within which dozens of monogenetic

volcanoes and six polygenetic volcanoes occur (Fig. 1a).
Specifically, Ceboruco volcano and ~ 28 monogenetic
volcanic edifices sit within the San Pedro-Ceboruco half-
graben (Petrone, 2010) (Fig. 1b and 2), at the northern-
most sector of the TZ graben, along the boundary
between the geologic units of the Jalisco Block (fault

Fig. 1 a Main tectonic features of the western TMVB and location of Ceboruco volcano in the TZ Graben b Google Earth base map, indicating
infrastructure around Ceboruco and main dams along the Grande de Santiago River
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bound part of the Guerrero terrane) and the Sierra Madre
Occidental mountain range (Fig. 2).
The eruptive history of Ceboruco volcano includes a

wide spectrum of effusive and explosive eruptions of
different magnitudes (Nelson, 1986; Centro Nacional de
Prevención de Desastres (CENAPRED), 2001; Gardner
and Tait, 2000; Sieron and Siebe, 2008; Sieron, 2009), of
which at least 8 occurred during the last 1000 years,
including the Plinian Jala eruption radiocarbon-dated at 1,
060 ± 55 yr BP (Sieron and Siebe, 2008). These eruptions
were characterized by the emission of lava flows, ash fall-
out, ballistic projectiles, as well as pyroclastic surges and
flows of different volumes (0.0025 to 1 km3) and distribu-
tions. Also, syn-and-post eruptive lahars, as well as smaller
gravity-driven mass movements form part of Ceboruco’s
eruptive sequences. The most recent eruption occurred
CE 1870–75 and since then Ceboruco has experienced
only minor fumarolic and seismic activity. Recent seismic
studies indicate that although Ceboruco’s activity is gener-
ally below background levels of other volcanoes, it pre-
sents a state of mild unrest (Rodríguez-Uribe et al., 2013).
According to Sánchez et al. (2009) low frequency events

indicate the presence of pressurized fluids or fluid-solid
interaction and the excitation of trapped conduit waves.
Furthermore, Rodríguez-Uribe et al. (2013) analyzed the
same seismic dataset (i.e. 2003–2008) concluding that
stresses could be increasing within the volcano. In
addition, the volcano experienced a historical eruption in
CE 1870–75 and has been extraordinarily active during
the last 1000 years. All this indicates that an effort to
assess volcanic hazards is needed. Other initiatives should
also be undertaken (including closer geophysical surveil-
lance, public awareness campaigns, etc.) in order to reduce
volcanic risk in this region.
Although in recent years periodical seismic monitoring

was conducted by the University of Guadalajara (Rodrí-
guez-Uribe et al., 2013) and CENAPRED (Ministry of se-
curity and citizen protection), no permanent network
exists. No comprehensive hazard map had been pre-
pared until this research, even though the knowledge of
Ceboruco’s eruptive history was quite complete since
Nelson’s work in 1980 (Sieron, 2009).
As part of the project “Evaluación del peligro volcá-

nico del volcán Ceboruco (Nayarit) con énfasis en su

Fig. 2 Geologic sketch map of Ceboruco, surrounding monogenetic volcanoes, and part of the graben structure limited by the Sierra Madre
Occidental to the N and the Jalisco Block to the S (modified after Sieron and Siebe 2008)
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posible impacto sobre la infraestructura de la Comi-
sión Federal de Electricidad” (Volcanic hazard assess-
ment of Ceboruco volcano (Nayarit), with emphasis
on the possible impact on Federal Electricity Com-
mission infrastructure), financed by the Comisión
Federal de Electricidad (CFE), spatial hazard at Cebor-
uco is evaluated considering the different volcanic
phenomena that may occur during future eruptions
originating at the main volcanic edifice. In the present
first part of this work, the eruptive history and the
deposits associated with the eruptive activity are ana-
lyzed, in order to define the main future eruptive sce-
narios that could occur at Ceboruco volcano. In the
second part (Sieron et al., 2019), the defined scenarios
and volcanic reference deposits serve as a basis for
computer simulations for each of the different phe-
nomena (ballistics, tephra fallout, pyroclastic flows,
and lahars) and results are presented together with
hazard maps for the different scenarios envisaged.
These individual hazard maps will then be integrated
into the general hazard map for Ceboruco that will
be made available to the public.

The Ceboruco tectonic framework
The Ceboruco volcano is located in the San Pedro-
Ceboruco asymmetric semi-graben, which is part of the
larger NW-SE trending TZ graben, a large scale depres-
sion that together with the E-W oriented Chapala gra-
ben and the N-S Colima graben forms a triple junction
in the vicinity of Guadalajara (Fig. 1a) (Luhr et al., 1985;
Nieto-Obregón et al., 1992; Allan, 1986; Ferrari et al.,
1994, 2000b, 2003; Rosas-Elguera et al., 1996).
The NE boundary of the Ceboruco semi-graben is

marked by a normal NW-SE fault, which forms a prom-
inent escarpment that separates the graben bottom
from the reliefs of the Sierra Madre Occidental (Ferrari
et al., 2002). Within the graben another important set
of subordinate faults is inferred by the NW-SE align-
ment of several of the 28 monogenetic scoria cones and
domes that occur in the vicinity of Ceboruco volcano,
as well as by the morphology of escarpments observable
at Ceboruco’s main edifice (Fig. 2). The SW limit of the
Ceboruco graben is marked by a successive southward
elevation of the Jalisco Block, which forms the Sierra El
Guamúchil, without clear evidence of another fault
(Fig. 2). The graben is limited to the SE by a NNE-SSW
striking fault.
Ceboruco is a truncated conical compound stratovol-

cano, with two concentric summit craters of 3.7 and 1.5
km in diameter respectively. One of the pyroclastic
cones within the inner crater represents its highest peak
reaching an elevation of 2164m a.s.l. (above sea level),
rising about 1000 m above the average surrounding val-
ley floors. The main edifice is constituted by the

superposition of lava flows and pyroclastic deposits that
are mainly andesitic to dacitic in composition.

Eruptive history of Ceboruco volcano
The construction of Ceboruco’s edifice started in the
late Quaternary (0.37 ± 0.2 Ma, Ferrari et al., 1997) and
its eruptive history can be divided into two stages, sepa-
rated by a prolonged period of inactivity (Nelson 1980).
The first stage was predominantly effusive and led to
the construction of the ancient cone (~ 370 ka to 45 ka
(Ferrari et al., 1997; Frey et al., 2004) and the second
stage (i.e. last 1000 years) is characterized by diverse
eruptions including the explosive high-magnitude Plin-
ian Jala eruption, responsible for the destruction of the
main summit cone and its present morphology display-
ing a large caldera crater, and most of the voluminous
pyroclastic deposits distributed throughout the area
(Table 1).

First stage of activity – ancient volcano
The oldest lavas do not crop out at the surface, but old
lavas exposed at the summit caldera walls were dated by
the K-Ar method at 0.37 ± 0.2Ma (Ferrari et al., 1997).
The initiation of Ceboruco’s eruptive history occurred
probably not much before that age as hinted by the lim-
ited thickness of Ceboruco lavas observed in the CFE-
geothermal exploration drill hole (Ferrari et al., 2003).
Accordingly, the construction of Ceboruco volcano started
during the Late Pleistocene (see CB1-well drill core, Fer-
rari et al., 2003; Ferrari et al., 1997) with the predomin-
antly effusive piling up of andesitic lava flows that
successively built the main cone with a probable height of
~ 2700m a.s.l (projecting the current flank angles towards
a conical top) (Nelson, 1980, 1986). Average chemical
composition of these lavas is 58.5 wt.% SiO2, 17.8
wt.% Al2O3, and 5.8 wt.% total alkalis (Nelson, 1980;
Sieron, 2009; Petrone, 2010). Lava flow morphologies
(Aa and blocky) and associated breccias observed on
the volcano flanks indicate that these lavas were
emplaced at low viscosities. A volume of 40 km3

(Nelson, 1986) was estimated roughly for the main
cone and later determined more precisely to be 47 km3

(Frey et al., 2004) by using an inclined base level and high-
resolution ortho-photos (for more details see Frey et al.,
2004; Sieron and Siebe, 2008).
Pyroclastic deposits associated to the first eruptive

stage have not been found within the graben yet; the
lowermost volcanic deposits on top of the Tertiary
river conglomerates have their origin in the San
Pedro dome complex and consist of pyroclastic
sequences dated at 23,000 yr BP (Sieron and Siebe,
2008). On top of these San Pedro deposits, a
paleosol is overlain by Ceboruco’s 1,060 ± 55 yr BP
Plinian Jala pyroclastic deposits (Sieron and Siebe, 2008).
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The latter observation supports the lack of depos-
ition of pyroclastic deposits during the first stage of
Ceboruco, rather than the loss of deposits due to
erosion.
The end of the first eruptive stage (construction of the

ancient cone) is based on the age of a lava dike corre-
sponding to the youngest lavas exposed at the outer
crater walls (Fig. 3) dated by Frey et al. (2004) at 45 ± 8
ka by the 40Ar/39Ar method.

Repose of Ceboruco volcano and the monogenetic
activity along the San Pedro-Ceboruco graben
The first stage of Ceboruco’s cone construction was
followed by a prolonged period of inactivity (after 45 ka)
at the central edifice, as evidenced by the lack of de-
posits and lavas. Instead, deeply incised erosional gullies
formed on its flanks and monogenetic activity occurred
in its surroundings. Activity at the summit resumed
shortly before 1000 yr BP (Fig. 3 and Table 1).

Table 1 Overview of the known eruptive history of Ceboruco volcano
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Monogenetic activity in the San Pedro-Ceboruco
graben comprises at least 28 vents, 23 of them with
ages ranging from ~ 100,000 to < 2000 yr BP. These
small edifices are typically aligned in a NW-SE dir-
ection (Fig. 2 and Table 2) along faults parallel to
the graben (Figs. 2 and 4). The alignment becomes
also evident, when applying the kernel density func-
tion to individual vent locations, including small
vents in Ceboruco’s summit area and on its lower
flanks (see Fig. 4).
Eleven monogenetic vents are < 12,000 yr BP and in-

clude 7 basaltic-andesite scoria cones and 4 silicic
domes, which are either isolated or form small clusters.
Two of them (Potrerillo II and San Juanito) initiated
with brief phreatomagmatic phases producing a basal
tuff ring around their vents (Sieron and Siebe, 2008).
Construction of scoria cones was associated to
Strombolian-type activity with moderate to low explosiv-
ity, while dome emplacement (e.g. Pochetero and Pedre-
goso) was generally characterized by initial magmatic
explosive activity followed by effusive lava extrusion

during the dome construction phase (Nelson, 1980;
Sieron and Siebe, 2008).
Nelson (1980) analyzed the andesitic lavas of mono-

genetic edifices on the SE flanks of Ceboruco, and
found that they do neither chemically resemble the
pre-caldera andesites nor the post-caldera andesites of
the main volcano. In this context, Petrone (2010) sug-
gested that the magmatic systems of both, Ceboruco
and the surrounding monogenetic volcanoes are re-
lated to each other and together produce the great
chemical variety observable in Ceboruco’s post-Plinian
products. Further studies are necessary to understand
the local magmatic system. Here we focus on the
evaluation of volcanic hazards emanating from erup-
tions of Ceboruco’s central volcano, and do not in-
clude those posed by monogenetic eruptions in its
surroundings.

Second stage of activity – the Jala Plinian eruption
After a long period of inactivity (about 40,000 years) at
the central edifice, the dacitic Destiladero lava flow was

Fig. 3 a Sketch illustrating the two main evolutionary stages of Ceboruco: I) First stage: Construction of the ancient volcano with a height of ~
2700m a.s.l. (after Nelson 1986); II) Second stage: Formation of the outer caldera crater during the Jala Plinian eruption, and III) Second stage:
explosive activity and formation of the inner crater followed by effusive activity on the flanks leading to the present morphology of the volcano;
b Photo showing the interior walls of the outer crater where dykes dated at 45 ± 8 ka (Frey et al. 2004) are exposed, and c Aerial photo taken
from the NE showing the summit area, including the outer and interior crater rims
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Table 2 Monogenetic edifices of Ceboruco graben (individual numbers correspond to the ones in Fig. 2). Extended version of this
table in Sieron and Siebe (2008)
# Type Name UTM x UTM y Age (ka)

(exceptions
are indicated)

Rock type SiO2 content
(wt%)

Cone/Dome
Height (m)

Cone volume
(km3)

Total volume
(km3)

1 Cone Pedregal I 568,
019

2,323,
749

n.d. Andesite 57.90 80 0.01 0.01

2 Cone Pedregal II 569,
214

2,323,
221

n.d. Andesite 57.30 120 0.02 0.02

3 Cone Cerro Colorado 430 ± 0.17 Basalt 52.00 60 0.009 0.009

4 Cone Cristo Rey 566,
819

2,326,
220

403 ± 15 Basaltic-andesite 56.78 100 0.01 0.1

5 Dome C. Grande N 544,
005

2,343,
272

111 ± 22 Dacite 67.9 (1) – – –

Dome C. Grande M 543,
443

2,342,
848

Rhyolite 70.33 – – –

Dome C. Grande S 543,
568

2,342,
155

Rhyolite n.d. – – –

6 Cone El Nogal 551,
351

2,341,
451

n.d. n.d. n.d. 80 0.003 0.003

7 Cone Gavilán 542,
144

2,346,
539

108 ± 22 Andesite 58.17 80 0.02 0.09

8 Cone Peña Colorada 562,
605

2,325,
351

85 ± 19 Basaltic-andesite 54.09 100 0.02 0.02

9 Cone Molcajetito 548,
551

2,340,
086

n.d. Andesite 57.18 80 0.007 0.007

10 Cone C. de la Concha 545,
787

2,342,
687

76 ± 18 Andesite 59.30 140 0.05 0.05

11 Dome Cerro Alto 546,
365

2,341,
923

63 ± 7 69.82 – 0.14 0.14

12 Cone La Tunita 543,
698

2,345,
890

n.d. Basaltic-andesite 53.54 80 0.01 0.01

13 Cone Los Amoles 542,
977

2,345,
656

ca. 57 ± 50 Basaltic-andesite 52.56 220 0.08 0.65

14 Cone Agujerado 539,
485

2,347,
529

ca. 34 ± 7 Basalt 51.90 120 0.02 0.12

15 Cone Molcajetillo 547,
352

2,341,
468

12 ± 0.11 Basaltic-andesite 53.49 240 0.15 0.15

16 Cone Molcajete 561,
119

2,327,
925

9.9 ± 0.17 Basaltic-andesite 54.00 240 0.13 0.23

17 Cone Ceboruquito 554,
677

2,333,
668

n.d. Basaltic-andesite 53.34 120 0.01 0.16

18 Cone Balastre II 558,
012

2,329,
967

n.d. Basaltic-andesite 55.74 100 0.02 0.032

19 Dome Pedregosob 556,
159

2,333,
296

3.55 ± 0.11 Rhyolite 70.81 – 0.2 (Do+C) 0.41

20 Cone Balastre I 559,
220

2,329,
324

n.d. Basalt 51.69 80 0.005 0.005

21 Dome Pocheterob 557,
053

2,332,
318

2.355 ± 0.11 Rhyolite
(Obsidian)

74.14 – 0.14 0.14

22 Cone Potrerillo I 543,
866

2,340,
845

>Potrerillo II Basaltic-andesite 52.32 80 0.02 0.02

23 Fm
cone

Potrerillo IIa 544,
880

2,341,
636

2.34 ± 0.40 Dacite 64.37 – 0.3 (Do+LF)

24 Fm
cone

San Juanitoa 545,
248

2,345,
056

2 ± 31® Basaltic-andesite 54.39 80 0.01 0.01

25 Dome Pichancha
Coulée

558,
605

2,329,
611

> 1.060 ± 55 and < 2.35 ± 0.11
AP

Dacite 63.4 – – 0.34

a combined edifice with outer tephra rim; bprevious explosive magmatic phases; (1) SIO2 content reported by Frey et al., 2004;® Frey et al., 2004; n.d.: no data
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emplaced on the WNW flank (Nelson, 1980; Sieron
and Siebe, 2008). A total volume of 0.42 km3

(Table 3) was determined through field data and
using GIS software for the Destiladero lava flow,
which marks a compositional change from purely an-
desitic lavas towards more evolved magmas. Some-
time after its emplacement, the most violent eruption
known from Ceboruco, the Plinian Jala eruption
dated at 1060 ± 55 yr BP (Sieron and Siebe, 2008)
took place. This eruption had a high volcanic explo-
sivity index (VEI = 6; Newhall and Self, 1982), lead to
the formation of the outer caldera with a diameter of
3.7 km, and produced extensive tephra fallout along
the main dispersal axis towards the Sierra Madre Oc-
cidental, reaching well beyond the Grande de
Santiago river, located 35 km to the NE and covering
an area of > 560 km2 with > 50 cm of pumice and ash
(Nelson, 1980; Gardner and Tait, 2000). The greatest
thicknesses of the deposits (up to 10 m) were found

around Jala village, hence the name for this eruption
(Fig. 5a).
The sequence of the individual eruptive phases and

associated pyroclastic deposits of the Jala Plinian
eruption were first described by Nelson (1980) and
later by Gardner and Tait (2000), Chertkoff and
Gardner (2004), and Browne and Gardner (2004,
2005) and includes 6 fallout layers, 4 pyroclastic
flow, and 3 pyroclastic surge units. In summary, the
eruption started with the rise of a 10-km-high erup-
tive column that produced a thin fallout deposit (P0)
exposed in outcrops N of the vent (eruptive intensity
of < 106 kg/s; Gardner and Tait, 2000, using model
of Carey and Sparks, 1986). Then, the thickest (up
to 10 m) and most voluminous (8–9 km3) pumice
fallout unit (P1) was deposited mainly to the NE
(Fig. 6a). During this phase, the column height var-
ied between 25 and 30 km and the eruptive intensity
between 4 × 107 and 8 × 107 kg/s.

Fig. 4 Spatial density based on Kernel function (Connor and Connor 2009; Connor et al. 2012) applied to the monogenetic vents (dots) in the
Ceboruco graben (see Fig. 2 and Table 2) and within the inner crater and outer flanks of Ceboruco’s main cone
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The main P1 phase was followed by a short period of
quiescence, after which the P2 to P6 pyroclastic flow
and surge units were deposited in various directions
from the crater, but mainly towards the N and S with
deposit-thicknesses ranging from a few cm (surges) to
tens of m (pyroclastic flows) (Figs. 5a, 6b, and c). A main
compound pyroclastic flow deposit thickness of up to
60m is found towards the SW at quarries cut into the
Marquesado block-and-ash fan located > 15 km from the
crater. Surge deposits intercalated between fallout units
were observed at distances of up to 20 km from their
source (Figs. 5a and 6c).
The post-P1 phases together account for 25% of

the total volume of the erupted magma. At the end
of P1, caldera formation initiated, as evidenced by
the considerable decrease in mass flow and the dras-
tic increase in the lithic content compared to the
main P1 fallout deposits (~ 8%) and post-P1 (30–
60%), as well as in the change of magma compos-
ition (P1 = 98% rhyodacite, and post-P1 = 60–90%
rhyodacite) (Gardner and Tait, 2000).
The total volume (DRE = dense rock equivalent) of the

emitted material was estimated to be 3–4 km3 (Nelson,
1980; Gardner and Tait, 2000), which suggests that this
Plinian eruption was not only one of the most volumin-
ous but also one of the most destructive (loss of vegeta-
tion, burial of pre-Hispanic settlements) eruptions in
Mexico during the Holocene (Fig. 7).
All fallout deposits contain two pumice types, white

rhyodacitic and grey dacitic, of which the first represents
the overwhelming part of the total volume (2.8–3.5 km3

of 3–4 km3 DRE). According to Chertkoff and Gardner
(2004) the magma is a mixture of three sources (bimodal
mixture of rhyodacite and dacite, and a small compo-
nent of basalt), that occurred in two stages: the mix-
ing of dacite and basalt took place between 34 and
47 days, and the mixing between rhyodacite and da-
cite only 1–4 days prior to the eruption respectively
(data obtained conducting zoning profiles in plagio-
clase and/or magnetite phenocrysts; see details in
Chertkoff and Gardner, 2004). The Jala eruption is

considered to be a small-volume caldera eruption ac-
cording to Browne and Gardner (2004), during which
lithics of successively shallower origin were expulsed:
6 km deep before the caldera collapse that produced
the 3.5 km wide outer crater (the base of the P1 fall-
out unit contains < 15% lithics) and ~ 1 km deep dur-
ing collapse (P1 unit contains up to 90% lithics
toward its top).
Syn-and-post eruptive lahars, associated with the Jala

eruption were mainly hyper-concentrated flows and
fewer debris flows, distinguishable in the field, which
reached distances of up to 10 km along the surrounding
valleys, especially to the SW of the crater. The first were
observed lying directly above Jala eruption pyroclastic
flow deposits, while the latter are associated with valley
fill and reworked material. The resulting lahar deposits
are frequently intercalated with pyroclastic flow units on
the N flank of Ceboruco, and occur predominantly in
the upper section of the Marquesado block-and-ash fan
to the S of Ceboruco (Fig. 2) in the case of the
eruption-fed syn-eruptive lahars, and along the
Ahuacatlán River (Fig. 5b) and surrounding plains in
the case of secondary lahar deposits (Fig. 6d). Lahar
units are also associated with the removal of the ex-
tensive fallout within the Sierra Madre Occidental
close to Grande de Santiago river at 35–40 km N
from Ceboruco, between the two hydro-electrical
power plants La Yesca and El Cajón (Fig. 1b), al-
though the deposits are poorly preserved or absent
due to erosion on the steep slopes of the river can-
yon (only preserved in larger river loops).
Abundant archaeological remains found in the fertile

valleys around Ceboruco indicate that the area has been
inhabited at least since the Early Classic Period (CE
200–300) of the Mesoamerican archaeological time scale
(Bell, 1971; Zepeda et al., 1993) by people belonging to
the Shaft Tomb, Cistón (archaeologist José Beltran-
Medina, personal communication), and Aztatlán cul-
tural traditions (Barrera 2006; González-Barajas and
Beltrán-Medina, 2013). Several of these settlements
were buried underneath the Jala Plinian deposits as

Table 3 Characteristics of Post-plinian lava flows of Ceboruco´s main edifice

Lava Flow Rock type Area (km2) Thickness (m) Maximun length (km) Volume (km3)

Destiladero Trachy-dacite 6.97 60 7.54 0.42

Copales Trachy-dacite 23.69 80 7.03 2.11

El cajón Trachy-andesite 7.07 10 5 0.07

Coapan I Basaltic-andesite 4.04 20 6.8 0.08

Coapan II Trachy-andesite 10.46 30 12.4 0.31

El Norte Trachy-andesite 9.08 40 4.2 0.36

Ceboruco Trachy-andesite 5.34 30 7.8 0.16

1870 Trachy-dacite 11.44 100 7.7 1.14
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Fig. 5 Maps showing the distribution of the Jala Plinian eruption deposits: a Distribution of P1 pumice fallout, surge, and pyroclastic flow
deposits (modified after Gardner and Tait 2000) and b distribution of lahar deposits
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evidenced by numerous tombs and household re-
mains found by recent archaeological rescue excava-
tions carried out during the construction of the new
highway to Puerto Vallarta (González-Barajas and
Beltrán-Medina, 2013).

Post-Plinian effusive and explosive activity
The Jala Plinian eruption marks the beginning of a ~
150-years-long period of intense activity at Ceboruco
(Sieron and Siebe, 2008; Sieron et al., 2015; Böhnel et al.,
2016) with the predominance of effusive lava flow

Fig. 6 Photos of deposits produced by the Jala Plinian eruption: a P1 fallout, 16 km NE of the crater in the Sierra Madre Occidental area. b P2
pyroclastic flow deposit at roadcut between Uzeta and Las Glorias villages. c S2 surge unit at the Copales quarry to the SW of the crater. d
Outcrop to the N of Ceboruco showing layers of pumice fallout overlain by a laharic sequence containing Jala pumice

Fig. 7 Volume-graph (DRE) of well-known Holocene eruptions in Mexico and elsewhere (after Chevrel et al. 2016). Note that the CE 1060 Jala
Plinian eruption of Ceboruco volcano is among the most voluminous
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emplacement and small explosive eruptions at the vol-
cano summit area.
Shortly after the Jala Plinian eruption, the dacitic Dos

Equis dome (Nelson, 1980; Sieron and Siebe, 2008) was
emplaced in the caldera crater. This dome was laterally
drained by the associated Copales lava flow (Fig. 8,
Tables 1 and 2), also dacitic in composition (65–68.5
wt% SiO2), which resulted in its deflation by subsidence,
followed by its collapse and the subsequent formation of
the inner crater of Ceboruco volcano (Nelson, 1980).
Today, the remains of the Dos Equis dome form the
margins of the inner crater and fragments are found in
most post-Plinian lavas as xenoliths. The Copales flow
inundated an area of 23.7 km2 (Fig. 8) and has an aver-
age thickness of 80 m. Its total volume of ~ 2 km3 makes
it the most voluminous of all lava flows erupted during
this period (Table 3).

After the emplacement of the Copales lava flow, five
distinct mainly effusive trachy-andesitic (60–62 wt%
SiO2) eruptions produced the Cajón, Coapan I, Coapan
II, El Norte, and Ceboruco flows (Sieron and Siebe,
2008; Fig. 8, Tables 1 and 2).
The post-Plinian lava flows on the N and SW flanks

are almost completely covered by the remnants of the
Dos Equis dome and shape the current morphology of
the volcano. Although information from historical docu-
ments is lacking, and no pyroclastic deposits have been
found associated to their eruptions, it is possible that the
emplacement of some of these lava flows was accompan-
ied by explosive activity producing minor ash that was
subsequently removed by rain, as observed during and
shortly after the historical 1870–75 eruption.
None of the post-Plinian lava flows could be dated by

the radiocarbon method. Historical documents from the

Fig. 8 Hill-shade image based on a digital elevation model (DEM) showing the main edifice of Ceboruco volcano. The pre-Plinian Destiladero
lava flow, the post-Plinian Copales, Cajón, Coapan I, Coapan II, El Norte, Ceboruco, and the historical 1870 lava flows, as well as their source-vents
are also indicated. The andesitic flows are shown in blue and the dacitic lava flows in orange-brown color tones. The photo in inset a depicts the
Ceboruco lava flow as seen from the S. The photo in inset b shows a dacitic dome related to the 1870 eruption inside the inner crater
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time of the Spanish conquest reveal that for the excep-
tion of the 1870 lava flow, all other post-Plinian lava
flows already existed by the time of the Spaniard’s arrival
to the study area in CE 1528 (Ciudad Real, 1976; Arre-
gui, 1946). Stratigraphic relationships indicate the order
of the effusive eruptions on Ceboruco’s flanks: Cajón,
Coapan I, Coapan II, and Norte to the N; and Copales,
Ceboruco, and 1870 to the SW.
Because of morphological differences between the dif-

ferent lava flows, Sieron and Siebe (2008) hypothesized
that the 6 lava flows (excepting the 1870 flow) were
emitted in sequence, one after the other, and separated
by short periods of relative quiescence over a total time
interval of ~ 500 years from CE ~ 1000 (shortly after the
Jala eruption) to CE 1528 (arrival of the Spaniards). This
previous assumption turned out to be incorrect, as dis-
covered recently by a secular variation paleomagnetic
study (Böhnel et al., 2016). Surprisingly, all six lava flows
(total volume of ~ 3 km3) were emitted during a short
period of only ~ 140 years between CE ~ 1000 and CE ~
1140 (Böhnel et al., 2016), briefly after the Plinian Jala
eruption and much before the arrival of the Spaniards in
1528 (Figs. 9 and 10). This short period of activity is
followed by 700 years of relative quiescence interrupted
by the historical eruption of 1870–1875 (Fig. 10). The

minor eruptions at the summit area that gave rise to the
small pyroclastic cones and domes nested within the
inner caldera were probably contemporaneous to the
post-Plinian lava flows. Volcanic constructs inside the
caldera include dome complexes and pyroclastic cones:
El Centro dome, which might be contemporaneous to El
Norte lava flow (their chemical composition is almost
identical); Pyroclastic Cone I located in the NW sector
of Ceboruco’s inner crater, which currently holds the
highest altitudinal point of the entire volcano (La Coro-
nilla); and Pyroclastic Cone II near the SW margin of
the inner crater. All these constructs were formed along
a zone of weakness and are aligned in a WSW-ENE dir-
ection. Thus, during the first two centuries after the Jala
Plinian eruption, not only voluminous lava flows were
produced (see preceding paragraphs), but also smaller
explosive eruptions occurred within the summit
crater. Deposits associated to the three structures
(two pyroclastic cones and one pyroclastic ring sur-
rounding a lava dome) within the interior crater men-
tioned above offer evidence (e.g. pyroclastic surge
deposits and breadcrust bombs) pointing to the pres-
ence of water that resulted in brief phreatomagmatic
phases during their explosive-magmatic emplacement
(Sieron and Siebe, 2008).

Fig. 9 Paleomagnetic dating of all post-Plinian and pre-1870 Ceboruco lava flows (from Böhnel et al. 2016)
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The total volume of post-Plinian lava flows was first
estimated by Nelson (1980) at 7 km3, later by Frey et al.
(2004) at 9.5 km3, and finally by Sieron and Siebe (2008)
at 4.4 km3 with individual lava flows varying between
0.07 and 2.1 km3 (Table 3). Differences in these esti-
mates are mainly related to the quality (resolution) of
available topographic data and derived digital elevation
models and/or images used for interpolating individual
outlines of the lava flows, many of which are partly cov-
ered by subsequent younger lavas.
Estimated volumes indicate high eruption rates of

0.004 km3/year (Sieron, 2008). Extrapolation of such
high eruption rates to the pre-Jala stage would imply an
unrealistically fast construction of the main edifice in
only 4000 years (using a total volume of 38 km3 esti-
mated by Frey et al., 2004), or 8800 years (using a value
of 60 km3, as estimated by Nelson 1980) or 11,500 years
(using 46 km3, as estimated by Sieron and Siebe 2008).
Although quite different, all these estimates are within
the same order of magnitude. Since the youngest dated
dykes are 45 ± 8 ka old (Frey et al., 2004; see also Fig. 3),
it is clear that prolonged periods of repose must have

occurred and that eruption rates must have varied con-
siderably during Ceboruco’s eruptive history.

The historical 1870–1875 eruption and recent activity
The most recent eruption of Ceboruco took place in
1870–1875 and its magnitude has been ranked with a
VEI = 3 by the Global Volcanism Network program
(Global Volcanism Program (GVN), 2017, Smithsonian
Institution). Caravantes (1870) and Iglesias et al. (1877)
visited Ceboruco at that time, and described the entire
course (1870–75) of the eruption based on their own
observations (see also Palacio, 1877). In addition, they
obtained information from the inhabitants of the adja-
cent towns such as Ahuacatlán and Jala (Barrera, 1931;
Banda, 1871). Based on the publications of Caravantes
(1870) and others, additional information was published
in Germany by Kunhardt (1870) and Fuchs (1871).
Sieron and Siebe (2008) provide an extensive discussion
of the original observations; here we only present a sum-
mary of the main characteristics of this eruption.
Early signs of unrest were reported in 1783 and 1832

and included underground noise, seismic activity, and the

Fig. 10 Ceboruco’s eruptive history for the last 1000 years (modified after Sieron and Siebe, 2008). Shaded areas indicate 2 sigma errors for all
pre-1870 lava flows obtained by the paleomagnetic dating method (see also Fig. 9 and Böhnel et al. 2016) and radiocarbon age range (based on
9 samples) for the Jala Plinian eruption (Sieron and Siebe 2008). The exact ages are only indicated for the Jala Plinian and 1870 eruptions and an
age range for the Ceboruco flow; the other lava flows are placed according to their stratigraphic order
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observation of a whitish vapor plume emanating from the
volcano’s summit area. In 1832, these premonitory phe-
nomena were felt strong enough to cause fear among the
inhabitants of neighboring Jala, who abandoned their
homes for a few days (Iglesias et al., 1877). Several decades
later, unrest resumed and reached again higher levels. The
exact timing of the peak of premonitory unrest in 1870
varies from author to author, but occurred between the
15th and 21st of February, shortly before the beginning of
the eruption on February 23, 1870, which lasted until
1875, when “small eruptive columns loaded with ash were
still rising at intervals of 10 minutes” and the lava flow
was still moving slowly (García, 1875; Iglesias et al., 1877).
At the beginning of the main phase of the eruption,

pyroclastic flows and surges travelled down the ravines on
the southern slope (Caravantes, 1870; Lacroix, 1904;
Waitz, 1920). Caravantes (1870) describes fresh pyroclastic
deposits in the Los Cuates ravine and the advancement of
an 80-m-high viscous lava flow front through this same
ravine (Fig. 11a).
Ash fallout visibly covered the landscape up to 15 lea-

gues (~ 85 km) from the crater and thicknesses of up to
50 cm were observed (Banda, 1871). In 1872 the main lava
flow ceased to advance, but vertical inflation was still ob-
served (Iglesias et al., 1877) and new lava emerged along

several fractures higher up on the SW flank, as well as in-
side the inner summit crater. In Guadalajara and other
parts of the State of Jalisco seismic activity was felt during
several periods during the course of the eruption, and one
peak is reported for the first months of 1875.
The eruption formed a small crater to the W of Pyroclas-

tic Cone I, inside the inner crater (Fig. 11b). This activity
partially removed the rim of the W crater of Pyroclastic
Cone I, becoming now the E margin of the new 1870
crater, where a dome is present today (Fig. 11c and d).
Sieron and Siebe (2008) and Sieron (2009) determined

the total volumes of the 1870–75 eruptive products. A
volume of ~ 1.14 km3 was calculated for the lava flow
(Table 3) and a maximum of ~ 0.1 km3 for the ash fall-
out deposits (Fig. 12a and b). The volume of the pyro-
clastic flows and surges associated with this eruption is
much smaller (~ 0.0005 km3).
The ash deposits are fine-grained (Fig. 13a) and have

been exposed at the surface for more than a century
(Fig. 12). As a result they have been partly eroded and
are not identifiable at many places, especially in distal
areas. Based on the observations reported by Banda
(1871) we estimated that an area of 400 to 500 km2 must
have been affected by the 1870–75 ash fallout with
thickness ranging between a few mm and 50 cm.

Fig. 11 Features of the 1870–75 eruption. a Painting by a witness of the 1870 eruption (from Banda 1871; unknown artist). b Google-Earth
satellite image of the crater region, where features shown on photos C and D are indicated (see Sieron and Siebe 2008, for geologic
interpretation). c Pyroclastic cone and 1870 ash covering the adjacent plain and to the right part of the 1870 dome-coulee. d 1870 crater with
small dome (foreground) and 1870 lava flow (background)
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The chemical composition of the 1870–75 products
varies from andesite (ash fallout) to dacite (domes and
lava flow) (Fig. 13b) and the eruption style of the activity
can be labeled as vulcanian for the most part of this
period of time.
After 1875, fumarolic activity and occasional small ash

plumes persisted for another 5 years (Iglesias et al.,
1877; Ordóñez, 1896). By 1894 (almost 20 years after the
cessation of the main eruption), two major fumaroles
were still active within the 1870 crater with

temperatures of 96 °C, and additional fumaroles were
visible along the 1870 lava flow (Ordóñez, 1896). Since
then, fumarolic activity has gradually diminished but
persists until today. Low-temperature fumaroles occur at
the SE inner crater wall of the outer caldera (1952m a.s.l.;
Fig. 14a and b) and at the foot of one of the small 1870
plug-domes within the inner crater (Fig. 14c and d).
CENAPRED has conducted a monitoring campaign of fu-

maroles and springs in recent years (since 2005). In 2015,
temperatures of 80 °C at the outer caldera fumarole site

Fig. 12 Ash fallout deposits produced by the 1870–75 eruption: a 1870 ash covering the Plinian Jala pumice at the lower eastern Ceboruco
flanks, 6 km from the crater. b 1870 ash covering reworked Plinian deposits at roadcut along the new highway to Puerto Vallarta on the south
flank of Ceboruco

Fig. 13 Left: Grain-size distribution of the CE 1870 ash fallout collected on Ceboruco’s northern flank. Right: Total alkalis vs. silica (TAS) diagram
(LeBas et al. 1986) of analyzed samples from lavas and domes (yellow triangles) and of the CE 1870 ash (blue squares)
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and of 84 °C at the inner crater plug-dome (Fig. 14c and d)
were measured. In addition, six springs were repeatedly
sampled for chemical analysis at the base of the volcano
within the basin of the river Ahuacatlán. So far, tempera-
tures and chemical compositions of fumaroles and spring
waters have remained within a narrow base-line range, rul-
ing out magmatic reactivation (CENAPRED, 2016).
A permanent seismic monitoring network does not exist

at Ceboruco. The University of Guadalajara and the Civil
Protection Office of the State of Nayarit installed a tem-
porary (2003–2008) seismic station (CEBN) on the south
flank of the volcano (2117m a.s.l.). Sánchez et al. (2009)
and Rodríguez-Uribe et al. (2013) classified the seismicity
recorded within a radius of 5 km around the seismic sta-
tion into three major types of events following the scheme
proposed by McNutt (2000): a) Volcano-tectonic earth-
quakes (VT), which indicate a stress propagation regime
in the faults that cross the volcanic edifice at a low but
consistent rate; b) low frequency earthquakes (LF), which
might be related to the presence of pressurized fluids or to
fluid-solid interaction; and c) mixed or hybrid events,
which are signals derived from processes close to the sur-
face that might indicate renewed or intensified fumarole
activity in or near the plug-domes in the interior crater,
consistent with an active hydrothermal system.
The increase in the seismic activity suggested by these

studies (Sánchez et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Uribe et al.,
2013) is based on a limited set of data (only one station,
few years of recording) and needs to be viewed with

caution. Nonetheless, it represents a valuable attempt to
determine the level of base-line activity at Ceboruco and
compares successive events in a time frame of 5 years.
Furthermore, it underscores the need to implement a
more extensive monitoring network that would allow
clarifying Ceboruco’s current state of activity, and make
a more thorough hazard assessment.

Volcanic hazard assessment of Ceboruco volcano
and proposed hazard scenarios
Interpreting the eruptive history
As outlined earlier, Ceboruco is a young historically
active stratovolcano, which initiated activity in the Late
Pleistocene. Mostly andesitic effusive eruptions charac-
terized the first stage of edifice construction. Then, after
a long period of repose, more silicic activity culminated
in the violent VEI 6 rhyo-dacitic Plinian Jala eruption
followed by a voluminous post-Plinian stage (6 eruptions
in 150 years) with evident magma mixing processes pro-
ducing moderately violent dacitic and more effusive an-
desitic eruptions. It is a common observation that longer
repose periods at stratovolcanoes may lead to magma
evolution and to more violent eruptions. Nonetheless, a
clear eruptive pattern is not discernible and Ceboruco’s
future behavior is hence not predictable.
In conclusion, eruptions have shown a great diversity

of styles since the beginning of Ceboruco’s history. A
great variety of volcanic processes took place during
these eruptions (Table 4), posing different levels of

Fig. 14 Present fumaroles at Ceboruco volcano. a and b: Base of inner wall of outer caldera crater. Photos taken January 2016 by Claus Siebe. c
and d: Base of the 1870 plug-dome within the inner crater; photos taken in 2015, courtesy of CENAPRED
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hazard and risk to the surrounding areas. The three
main hazard scenarios described in the next section en-
compass all observed eruption styles, varying from
merely effusive andesite eruptions (scenario of small
magnitude) which statistically is the most probable sce-
nario (ancient cone lavas and modern andesite lava
eruptions), to moderately explosive dacite eruptions
(scenario of intermediate magnitude) as observed during
the 1870 historical eruption, up to violent Plinian erup-
tions (scenario of large magnitude). Only one Plinian
eruption (Jala) has been registered during the entire
eruptive history of Ceboruco volcano. It represents the
least probable, but most destructive type of eruption to
occur again in the near future.

Volcanic phenomena expected from future eruption
Ceboruco’s stratigraphic record reveals many types of de-
posits, including lava flows, tephra fallout, ballistic ejecta,
pyroclastic flows and surges, and lahars (Tables 1 and 4).
The most common type of activity in the past and hence

expected to most likely occur during future eruptions con-
sists of andesitic lava flow emission accompanied by minor
explosive activity, as was typical for the first cone-
constructing phase and also on several occasions during
the past 1000 years of its eruptive history. The second most
common type of eruption comprises the emission of more
evolved dacitic magmas (e.g. Dos Equis dome, Copales,
and 1870 lava flows). These eruptions were accompanied
by explosive activity (fallout, pyroclastic flows and surges).

Definition of hazard scenarios
Based on the eruptive history, three main hazard scenar-
ios were defined for Ceboruco volcano (Table 5). Each
scenario is characterized by a likelihood of occurrence
(high, medium, low) and is associated with an eruption
magnitude (small, intermediate, and large). For instance,
the highest likelihood of occurrence (scenario 1)

corresponds to eruptions of minor magnitude. Such
eruptions would affect relatively small areas, but would
occur frequently. The lowest likelihood of occurrence
(scenario 3) comprises Plinian eruptions of the largest
magnitude that would severely affect vast areas.

Scenario 1 (low magnitude, VEI < 2)
Effusive eruption of andesitic composition involving 0.02
to 0.5 km3 of magma similar to the Cajón, Coapan I and
II, Norte, and Ceboruco lava flow emissions (Fig. 8).
This type of eruption would produce one or more lava
flows, probably accompanied by a low magnitude explo-
sive phase with the emission of ash and ballistic frag-
ments from 1 to 5 km-high eruptive columns. The
eruption could originate within the central crater or
from a vent at the flanks of the volcano (most probably
N and SW flanks). The major part of the involved
magma volume would be emitted as part of a lava flow
and only a minor portion as pyroclastic materials. Lahar
generation is not considered in this scenario.

Scenario 2 (intermediate magnitude, VEI 2–3)
Explosive Vulcanian-style eruption of minor to moderate
magnitude, including effusive phases. Magma compos-
ition would be most likely dacitic with volumes varying
between 0.5 and 2.5 km3, as observed during the histor-
ical 1870–75 eruption. The explosive phases of this type
of eruption would include eruptive columns of 5 to 15
km in height producing ash (tephra) fallout and ballistic
fragments, as well as pyroclastic flows and surges. Da-
citic lava flows could be emitted from the central crater
or flanks. Lava dome formation would be probable due
to the high viscosity of the dacitic magmas and lava
flows would reach shorter distances than in scenario 1.
The greater amount of emitted pyroclastic materials
(compared to scenario 1) would create conditions for
lahar formation during and after the eruption.

Table 4 Volcanic deposits found in the Ceboruco stratigraphic record associated with different volcanic phenomena

Volcanic
phenomena

Eruptive record Data of Ceboruco volcanic deposits Deposits of reference
for simulations# Events Units Axis distribution Lengths (km) Area (km2) Thickness

Tephra fallout 7 1870 eruption 1 NE 400 > 10 cm 1870 ash fall

Jala Plinian eruption 6 NE 560 > 50 cm P1 unit

Lava flows 8 Andesitic
composition

5 all directions (N-W-S) 4–12 5.3–10.5 10m - 40 m Ceboruco lava flow

Dacitic composition 3 7–7,7 7–23 60m - 100m 1870 lava flow

Pyroclastic
flows

4 Jala Plinian eruption 4 N and SW > 15 cm to m P2 and P3 units

Pyroclastic
surge

4 Jala Plinian eruption 3 N and SW up to 20 cm S2 unit

1870 eruption 1 N-NE ~ 1 cm S3 unit (Jala eruption)

Lahars 4 Hyperconcentrated 3 N and SW up to 10 cm to m All deposits (volume
of main units)

Debris-flows 1 N and SW cm to m
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Scenario 3 (large magnitude, VEI > 3)
Explosive Plinian eruption similar to the CE 1000 Jala
eruption involving a magma volume ranging between 2.5
and 5 km3. Such an eruption could produce an eruptive
column rising > 15 km high and generate large volumes of
pyroclastic material. Pyroclastic flows and surges would be
associated with collapse of the eruption column. It is con-
sidered that this type of eruption would originate within
the central summit crater. Additionally, lahars would
occur simultaneously or later during subsequent rain pe-
riods, both on the slopes of the volcano itself and on steep
slopes of the nearby mountainous Sierra Madre Occiden-
tal, where ash and pumice lapilli would accumulate.

Discussion and conclusions
The project “Evaluation of volcanic hazards of Ceboruco
volcano (Nayarit)”, funded by Mexico’s CFE, has allowed
the synthesizing of relevant geologic information neces-
sary for the construction of a volcanic hazard map for
Ceboruco, one of the 5 most active volcanoes in Mexico,
just after Colima and Popocatépetl volcanoes. The haz-
ard map is presented in the subsequent part II of the
present work (Sieron et al., 2019). Due to its location on
the western edge of the TMVB and its current lack of
eruptive activity, Ceboruco volcano has not received
much attention since the major works on its eruptive
history of Nelson (1980) and follow-up work of Gardner,

Table 5 Hazard scenarios defined for Ceboruco volcano. The processes involved in each eruptive scenario are indicated

Scenarios Description Volcanic phenomena

ASH FALLOUT BALLISTIC
BLOCKS

LAVA FLOWS PYROCLASTIC
FLOWS

LAHARS

SCENARIO
1

Effusive eruption of
andesitic composition
Volume: 0.02–0.5 km3

Eruptive column height:
1–5 km VEI < 2

Volume Diameter Volume

0.001–0.025 km3 0.1–0.5 m 0.02–0.475
km3

Eruptive column
height

Density Average
thickness

1–5 km Andesite 2500 kg/m3 10–40 m

Granulometry Initial velocity Length

Samples of 1870
eruption

150 a 200m/s 8–15 km

SCENARIO
2

Vulcanian eruption,
with a dacitic effusive
phase Volume: 0.5–2.5
km3 Eruptive column
height: 5–15 km VEI: 2–3

Volume Diameter Volume Volume Volume

0.05–0.25 km3 0.1–0.5 m 0.475–2.125
km3

0.025–0.125 km3 0.5–3/4 x 106m3

(water + sediments)

Eruptive column height Density Average
thickness

Bed friction Sediment input
areas

5–15 km Andesite/Dacite 2500–
2800 kg/m3

40–140m Ceboruco slopes

Granulometry Initial velocity Length Column collapse
height

Samples of 1870
eruption

150 a 200m/s 4–8 km 1500m

SCENARIO
3

Plinian eruption
Volume: 2.5–5 km3

Eruptive column
height: > 20 km VEI > 3

Volume Diameter Volume Volume

2–4 km3 > 0.5 m 0.5–1 km3 9–11 × 106 m3

(water + sediments)

Eruptive column height Density Bed friction Sediment input
areas

15–35 km Andesite/Dacite 2500–
2800 kg/m3

Ceboruco
slopes + SMO

Granulometry Initial velocity Column collapse
height

Samples of plinian
eruption Jala

150 a 200m/s 1500m

Modelling computer codes to
reproduce volcanic phenomena

Tephra 2
(Bonadonna
et al., 2014)
Hazmap
(Macedonio
et al., 2005)

Eject! Code
(Mastin, 2001)

Etna Lava
Flow Model
(Damiani
et al., 2006)

Titan2D (Patra
et al., 2005;
Sheridan
et al., 2005)

Flo-2D (O’Brien
et al., 1993)
LaharZ
(Schilling, 1998)
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Browne and Chertkoff (Nelson, 1986; Gardner and Tait,
2000; Browne and Gardner, 2004; Chertkoff and Gardner,
2004). Nevertheless, Ceboruco was classified as one of the
most hazardous and risky active volcanoes in Mexico
(CENAPRED, 2001) due to its historical activity and the
young cataclysmic Plinian eruption only a thousand years
ago, as well as poor monitoring. The first step towards
hazard assessment, therefore, was the preparation of a
hazard map.
Establishing eruptive scenarios based on Ceboruco’s

eruptive history represents the basis for the hazard map.
Ceboruco has experienced numerous eruptions with a
large variety of styles separated by periods of repose of
varying duration. Only one violent high-magnitude Plinian
eruption is documented in its stratigraphic record. The
general observation made by volcanologists since the
1970’s (e.g. Smith, 1979; Sparks, 1978) might also apply to
Ceboruco as already pointed out by Nelson (1980): Short
repose times lead to non-explosive or mildly explosive
small-volume eruptions, while long repose times are
followed by magma evolution during storage in upper
crustal levels leading to violent voluminous explosive
eruptions such as the ~CE 1000 Plinian Jala eruption
which occurred after a repose time of ~ 40,000 years.
Based on Ceboruco’s stratigraphic record, we have

identified three main different scenarios (Table 5). Sce-
narios 1 and 2 are the most probable and the worst-case
Scenario 3 (Plinian eruption) is the least likely for this
volcano. Considering that Ceboruco has been in a state
of repose for almost 150 years (since 1875), not only Sce-
nario 1, but also Scenario 2 might be likely to occur, in
case of renewed eruptive activity in the near future.
It is understandable that the establishment of these

three hazard scenarios is based on few eruptions (espe-
cially for scenarios 2 and 3). The change of predomin-
antly effusive eruptions to more violent explosive
eruptions and longer repose periods makes Ceboruco
volcano difficult to predict, compared to volcanoes like
Colima with more cyclic activity or like Popocatépetl,
and even Pico de Orizaba volcano, with more longer and
well known eruptive histories. Nevertheless, we consider
that the established hazard scenarios cover all observed
eruptive styles and are therefore representative.
The data assigned to the parameters that characterize

each volcanic phenomenon for the different considered
scenarios (Table 5) were employed as input data for the
simulation process, to firstly reproduce the range of the
volcanic products of known eruptions (calibration) and
latter to stablish the areas that could be impacted during
future eruptions of different magnitude. The simulation
software (Table 5) used was Tephra2 and Hazmap to
simulate ashfall processes, the Eject! code for the simula-
tion of ballistic fragments, Titan2D to simulate pyroclas-
tic flows and surges (with the energy cone module), and

LaharZ and Flo2D codes for lahars (Table 5). Selected
results of simulations led to the construction of specific
hazard maps for each volcanic phenomenon, of eruptive
scenario hazard maps and finally to the preparation of
the general hazard map of Ceboruco volcano (digital and
print versions). The detailed methodologies and the
mentioned products were recently published in Sieron
et al. (2019) Natural Hazards paper.
The occurrence of at least 28 monogenetic volcanoes,

including mostly scoria cones and domes, but also two ex-
plosion craters with documented initial phreatomagmatic
phases in the surroundings of Ceboruco, entails a consid-
erable additional hazard for the surrounding population. A
detailed study characterizing the two volcanoes with phre-
atomagmatic phases is currently in progress. Hazard as-
sessment taking into account not only the main edifice but
also these surrounding monogenetic volcanoes is highly
desirable and should be undertaken in the near future.
The general hazard map of the Ceboruco volcano, as well

as the technical report on its construction have also been
published in Spanish language by the Geophysics Institute
of the UNAM (Ferrés et al., 2019) with the aim of consti-
tuting useful tools for dissemination of the volcanic hazards
in western Mexico. Likewise, the information layers of the
map will soon be included in the National Risk Atlas of the
National Center of Disaster Prevention (CENAPRED).
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